Secure IT Relocation
& Technical Solutions

We have yet to meet a more
professional and dedicated
team. The Sunspeed service
is second to none.
—

CGI
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Insight
& knowledge
Established in 1987, Sunspeed is one of the UK’s leading
IT relocation specialists. With a state of the art fleet,
ranging from small vehicles up to 26 ton rigid vehicles,
Sunspeed can provide physical relocation solutions
across the spectrum, from moving a single server to
the relocation of an entire Data Centre.
Sunspeed seeks to help organisations cut complexity
by providing a single point of contact for a variety of
technical services, which include; full IT auditing,
de/re racking of server equipment, Data Centre
cabling, and fully certificated asset recycling.
At Sunspeed, the whole team is committed to the
highest levels of customer service and we look to build
relationships over the long term. We work with our
clients to deliver a highly flexible and bespoke relocation
solution that is both efficient and dependable.
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Bespoke
& tailored
A Data Centre migration project is a critical
and complex business activity which must be
approached with the utmost professionalism.
At Sunspeed, taking the time to understand
your exact requirements is our number one
priority and we pride ourselves on our ability
to translate your challenges into an effective
and safe relocation which minimises disruption
and downtime.
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OUR SERVICES

SERVER RELOCATION
Whether you are looking to move a single server or an entire Data
Centre, you can trust Sunspeed to provide you with the expert
assistance you need.
With over 28 years’ experience in the industry and some of the world’s
most reputable clients under our belts, we will provide you with a
reliable, flexible and highly-secure service that is completely tailored
to your requirements.

DATA CENTRE CABLING
Quality cable management is vital in creating a successful working
environment. Sunspeed offers Data Centre cabling solutions to promote
business success.
We supply and install power, fibre and data cables in readiness for a
server migration and any technical refresh activities. The service is
particularly in demand for Data Centre migrations where there are tight
migration windows to observe and efficiency is of critical importance.

AUDITING
Sunspeed can help companies understand their IT infrastructure estates
in minute detail.
A successful relocation is underpinned by accurate information and good
planning. A Sunspeed audit will result in rich, accurate information which
we can then use to create a migration plan and our clients can then use
in future planning exercises or any technical refresh activities.
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OUR SERVICES

ASSET DISPOSAL
If you are replacing your existing IT infrastructure, consolidating assets
as part of a wider migration project, or simply have a need to dispose of
your redundant hardware, Sunspeed is here to help.
A fully certificated CESG approved asset disposal solution, which can
operate both as a standalone service or become part of our Data Centre
relocation solution. We can de-rack and collect obsolete equipment for
secure disposal in conjunction with your server relocation project for
maximum efficiency.

ICT HARDWARE STAGING
Skilled, reliable and professional ICT staging and logistics solutions are
the key foundations for flexible and successful hardware delivery and
installation services.
Whatever the scope of the project, Sunspeed’s skilled and experienced
team can deliver. When combined with our delivery and installation
service, we will ensure that not only is your build completed on time,
but also the hardware is delivered, positioned and installed at your site
professionally and within the agreed time frame.

DATA CENTRE MIGRATION CONSULTANCY
Through a trusted network of carefully selected partners, Sunspeed
can provide IT Advisory solutions across the spectrum, from helping
you to identify the right Data Centre, to connecting you with the right
consultants to manage your migration – both from a physical and virtual
perspective. Whatever the requirement, we are here to help you find the
best possible solution.
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We have been impressed with
the services you offer compared
to those companies we have
worked with in the past.
—

HP
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Established
& trusted
Our History
Established in 1987 by Howard Jermy, when he recognised a gap in the
market for transporting and relocating IT equipment, Sunspeed is now
recognised as an established leader in computer relocations.
From that small beginning, our customers soon recognised that Sunspeed
were going that extra mile with customer service and projects soon
progressed to multiple server moves and total Data Centre migrations.
Sunspeed continues to be a successful and rapidly expanding company.

Security
We understand that security is of paramount importance in any server
relocation project.
At Sunspeed, all operating personal are SC cleared, our vehicles are
unliveried and are fitted with multi-level security features and strict
security protocols are enforced to ensure the discreet and safe
transportation of your servers and your data.
This level of security has seen our service entrusted by some of the world’s
leading companies including CGI, Oracle Corporation, HSBC, Citigroup,
Fujitsu, Chevron, Barclays and the Ministry of Defence (MoD).
No matter what size your server relocation demands are, with Sunspeed
your IT equipment is in safe hands.
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Our Mission

Our mission is to deliver the most secure and reliable physical migration
solutions in the UK & Europe. We strive to deliver projects of the highest
quality by applying technical expertise and sound methodology to
mitigate risk, maximise efficiency and minimise down-time.

The success Sunspeed has experienced has undoubtedly
been as a result of our relocation engineers. Their skill,
professionalism, and commitment to customer service
has meant clients have been happy to come back
time after time. Not only do they work hard, but their
experience allows them to be adaptable to situations
as they develop, which is something our customers
value highly.
—
Adam Jermy
Managing Director
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FAQ’s

What do you move?
We are a specialist IT and server relocation company. So whether you have
2 or 2,000 servers to move, server racks which need relocating, desktop PC’s,
plotters and printers to migrate as part of an office relocation, or anything else
in between which is highly sensitive and of high value, Sunspeed is here to help.

Where do you operate?
We service the whole of the UK and Europe through our dedicated service
using our own engineers and vehicles, as well as the rest of the world through a
combination of our trusted partner network and our international air freight and
packing service, which is tailored to your exact needs.

Will our equipment be insured?
Our Goods in Transit Insurance is one of the most comprehensive policies on the
market, made even stronger by a faultless 28 year history. We are able to provide
insurance cover up to £3m with no single item limit, at an additional cost. Any
relocation, which requires an excess of £3m are subject to underwriter approval.

What steps do you take to minimise any security risks?
All of our relocation engineers have been security cleared to a minimum of SC.
All vehicles are unliveried, are GPS tracked, are fitted with panic alarms, and
have additional deadlocks and sealed bulkheads. All of our flight cases can be
padlocked and sealed with anti-tamper seals. Secure relocations always have
a minimum of two men to ensure your equipment is never left unattended.
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I have used Sunspeed’s
services for in excess of
15 years, from very small lift
and shifts, to a complete
Data Centre move, and I cannot
fault any of the work that has
been achieved. I would strongly
recommend Sunspeed.
—

Oracle Corporation

Sunspeed House
18 Hercules Way
Farnborough
Hampshire GU14 6UU
—
T: +44 (0) 1252 377 027
sunspeed.co.uk

